
TOOLS, METHODOLOGY AND SHARED CONTENTS 
GRUNDTVIG PARTNERSHIP - February 2012

Objective: to create resources, notably methodological, for developing and improving cultural and artistic 
projects with a social purpose and to illustrate them by concrete case studies (exchanges of practices between 

      European partners).

    In order to :
⁃ give means for each European partner to focus on and to organize properly contents and 

planning of next seminars. 
⁃ allow each partner to get ready for participation in future seminars and to share its 

contributions in a lively way, 
⁃ encourage the quality of our discussions and to make sure that they will be structured, 

constructive and transferable, 

we wish to focus collectively on the issues which partners need clarification about primarily resources and methodologies. For this reason, we 
would like to be able to identify the main issues and challenges faced by the partners and the solutions we can provide together, illustrated by our 
experiences. 

Main suggested issues and challenges :
      1/ Cultural and artistic projects and inhabitant involvement 
      2/ Cultural and artistic projects and local development

Questions related to tools, methodologies and evaluations are transversal. So they will be treated in each theme. 

We have consequently prepared 2 sheets corresponding to both main themes in order to collect for each of them a first level of information on : 
- the benefits
- challenges and issues encountered
- the phase of the project it occured
- the possible reasons (with participant's feedback and linking them to the project specificities: length, audience, territory, means...)
- the question that sum-up each challenge and issue
- the solutions developed, illustrated by concrete examples.



THEMATIC 1: Cultural and artistic projects and inhabitant involvement 
Grouping of answers :

Write down the benefits of engaging local inhabitants in your projects : 
- Self-confidence (notably in one's creative skills), confidence in the others, surpassing oneself (notably thanks to the group dynamic)

- Encouragement to take care on oneself (clothing, hygiene, health), particularly when these projects take place with vulnerable people, in 
situation of exclusion. 

- Better consideration, acceptation, perception and understanding of oneself and others' skills (notably in an intercultural and intergenerational 
context), affirmation of one's singularity, stimulated commitment (not only for participants but for every partners and stakeholders' project !)

- Pleasure and fun found again in activities

- Autonomy of action (for instance: in a project, inhabitants were aware of organizational and finance difficulties and realities and looked for 
solutions on their own, or cultural outings allow some people to undertake more easily simple procedures outside ), intellectual emancipation 
(exercising one`s critical stance) and citizenship

-  Introduction/affirmation of the role of arts and culture in the society

- Cultural inclusion

- Intercultural and intergenerational collaboration, developpement of a community spirit, indirect influences on the family, friends or professional 
circles (ex: working with children at school impacts parents point of view

- Values and experiences sharing

- For artistic team and all partners in general, inspiring influence beyond the participatory project itself.

- Decompartmentalization of participants, artistic teams, stakeholders, bridging structures, daily links reinforcement and better understanding of 
situations and needs of everyone. 

- Broken isolation, conviviality

- Learning of new skills that are not only artistic (ex: team work, speaking out on a subject) that are generally transmissibles skills, that means, 



skills that can be adapted in different personal or professional situations. 

- Exploration of new methods of collaboration, work and creation.  

- On the other hand, if participatory artistic projects are badly led, the impact is not nonexistent, but it can be negative!  



 THEMATIC 1: Cultural and artistic projects and inhabitant involvement
Grouping of answers

For each challenges and issues, we put the country of the European partner 
that is approached to treat more specifically it in its seminar :
- UK: Creativity and its effects on populatio
- ITALY: Innovation and collaboration of stakeholders
- BELGIUM/ CROATIA: The experience of inhabitants' participation
- FRANCE: Evaluation

In your past 
experiences of 
involving 
inhabitants, what 
are the challenges 
and issues you have 
encountered ?

At what 
phase of 
the project 
did this 
occur ? 

Why do you think this 
happened ? 
For example was it directly 
linked to the project's length ? 
(short term < 1 month, medium term 
between 1 and 6 months or long term > 6 
months) 
or to the specific audiences ? 
or to a specific location/ place ?
or to the means (human, 
materials...) ?
If you have any feedback from 
the participants, please share it.

Can you sum-up 
the main points of 
this issue as a 
question ?

In the past what solutions have you 
developed to address this issue ?
Please give some examples from your 
personal or professional background. 
(When it is possible, bring in future seminars all kind of 
document, photos, videos...that can testify on this 
experience in a lively way. )



SITUATION 1
It is difficult to reach 
local communities with 
information about our 
project. (Linda, Dunja, 
Deb) BELGIUM/ 
CROATIA

Before the 
project start

- for participants not already engaged in 
a group or those typically excluded, 
different communication channels and 
difficult access to information. 
In a urban environment, over-
sollicitation of people, in a rural and  
low density of population context, 
random internet access (Linda, Deb, 
Catherine)
- It is hard to find legal place for 
advertisement (posters, banners, 
jumbos). It is forbidden or very hard to 
get the placement, or too expensive. 
(Dunja)

- not enough human ressources and 
means. Stakeholders and bridging 
structures do not always transmit 
information. (Catherine)

How can we adapt our 
communication 
methods to reach more 
targeted audiences 
depending on local 
specificities ? (Linda, 
Deb, Catherine)

- Call for participant publication in local 
newspapers, check out places or events to be  
present to introduce the project in person, face to 
face to people. Check out places or events where 
people have the time to stop (ex: stand in a local 
market, neighbours' party, charity's party...). (Linda, 
Dunja, Deb, 

- In any case, important to plan a warm welcome 
(possibility to sit down, to offer a drink...) and to 
give written information that can be read again and 
take personal contact details to be able to follow up 
potential participants by email, letter or phone. 
(Linda, Dunja, Deb) 

- To pin-point participants, rely on bridging 
structures (as schools, charities...) to which we 
would have taken the time to explain the project.  
(Linda, Dunja, Deb, Catherine)
- Put information on pin-point places (schools, 
public notice boards, markets, nursing homes...) 
(Dunja, Deb)
- For cultural event we engage some music bands, 
hip-hoppers, programme assistants from local 
community. New public, so called cultural new-
commers, come to our programs with them … and 
after they stay as our beneficiaries.(Dunja)

- Ex: to change vision of local population on 
handicraft, we decide to make workshops in schools 
and then later to invite children to continue the 
activity during an event + plan at the same time 
info, debates and events for adults (parents) = 
children as the “engine” to attract and children as 1st 
step to change vision of inhabitants for the future on 
handicraft (Catherine)

- important to plan enough human resources before 
the project starts, to manage the communication 
(hiring or rely on your volunteers' network). 
(Catherine, Linda)



SITUATION 2
It is a great challenge to 
get inhabitants to make 
the first step to 
participate in projects, 
even if the projects are 
free of charge. (Linda, 
Guylaine, Dunja, Deb) 
BELGIUM
CROATIA

Before and at 
the beginning

- the person does not dare and above all 
is he/she comes alone
- he/she does not understand the 
project's sense and purpose
- he/she has other preoccupations 
- he/she is not interested 
- he/she does not feel able
- he/she thinks it is not for her/him 
- he/she does not authorize himself/
herself to live this experience 
- he/she inhabits too far / it is badly 
transport connected / lack of autonomy 
- he/she dos not have enough time / the 
project is too demanding in term of 
availability / he/she can't forecast if he/
she will be available all along the 
project  
- he/she feels ashamed
- he/she uses to have a passive 
behaviour or only open to simple 
entertainment 
- picturing of elitist culture vs popular 
culture
(Linda, Guylaine, Dunja, Sylvie, 
Jacques-Yves)

- lack of convivial public welcoming 
places for  people, families... 
(Bernadette)

What are the factors 
that allow to motivate 
and decide participants 
to join the project, 
notably to make the 
first step ? More 
widely, what are the 
strategies and leverages 
to call people up at the 
beginning? (Linda, 
Guylaine, Dunja, Deb, 
Catherine)

- Ibid.  ex handicraft children/ parents (Catherine)

- importance of the first direct contact, in person, 
before the project starts, without a « missionary » 
spirit. (Linda, Deb, Dunja, Jacques-Yves) 

- When you follow up people, after a first contact, it  
is important to invite them to a first session of 
workshop, just to see, without asking for more 
commitment. (Linda)

- The first session should allow to introduce the first  
ideas of the project, the involved artists and 
outreach workers and above all to allow to know 
better participants (through, for instance, playful 
icebreaking activities mixing participants, artists, 
outreach workers, coordinators...), to allow to know 
their backgrounds, theirs interests, wishes (inspiring 
ourselves by creative thinking tools for instance) 
and finally to know their fears and constraints. 
The project has to be adapted to all this information. 
This adaptation has to result in terms of artistic 
contents, frequency, length, places of the workshops 
and the logistics to facilitate medium and long-term 
participation (ex: « êtres » project offered by 
Nicolas Frize: buses to transport participants at the 
end of the project for concerts, individual 
appointments to register personal sounds at home to 
insert in soundtrack). (Linda, Guylaine, Dunja, 
Deb) 

- ex: participants are interviewed on their interest 
before the project starts by a student in internship  
(?)
- ex: Diaporama Créon on St-Caprais' gardens   
(Sylvie)

- important to establish a warm atmosphere  
(Guylaine)

- FREE gifts to participants (art and craft kits, 
cinema /theatre tickets etc.) (Deb)



SITUATION 3
It is not easy to make 
participants embrace 
again notions of effort, 
constancy, team work, 
(notably long-term) 
commitment, to take 
initiatives... not to have a 
passive behaviour (Linda, 
Guylaine, Deb, Myriam, 
Sylvie) BELGIUM/ 
CROATIA

All along the 
project

Ibid. as above (Linda, Guylaine, Dunja, 
Deb, Myriam, Jacques-Yves)
- oversight
- lack of conviviality (Guylaine)

- lack of flexibility in the project, 
participant are dependant on what it is 
offered, targets can cause too much 
interferences, too demanding (?)

- lack of tools to pass on from individual 
to collective approach. 

- Lack of tools to offer alternative 
outings, not only cultural, and gather a 
lot of interest from target audience 
(Elisa)

What can leverage (in 
terms of methodology, 
pedagogy, framework, 
logistical aspects etc.) 
and favour a long-term 
participants' 
commitment ?  

In a general way, it is about giving incentives for 
commitment. (Linda)
It is important to implement a real cultural 
mediation plan with outreach workers that are 
present in the field and that are involved to follow 
the progress of the project. It is a crucial key-point.
(Jacques-Yves)

Desire as a way to mobilize people's energies and 
resources: 
- participatory approach with all the project's 
participants and stakeholders to decide the artistic 
contents, the tasks' share, responsabilities of each 
person notably in the creation process (important 
that participants don't feel interchangeable), in the  
coordination (to delimit the role of the different  
workers that come from different professional 
sectors: artists, mediator, social or medical 
worker…). One of the social worker role: to 
guarantee individual and collective autonomy. 
- collectively validated and clear targets and place 
them in the time
- empowerment
-  suited times of evaluations (also during the 
project to take into account feedbacks of everyone 
and adapt the rest of the project).
- creative thinking tools to stimulate and collect 
everyone's ideas and to reinforce self-confidence.
(Linda, Guylaine, Deb, Myriam)

See. Work of the AMGC company in partnership 
with the city of Pessac, and MDSI with the « cafés 
du désordre » for instance.
Ex:  iddac : Mémoires d’Estuaires ; Vies à vies ; 
Milaf ; Rave Musette…) ; other participatory 
artistic projects : 3500 Ambarésiens ; TINA, 
L’ANPU, Ensemble c’est tout, La Matinale…
(Myriam)

- To not make participants feel guilty if they can't 
attend to a session. To not block them with our 
project development demands. (?)

- important to delimit the level of participation of 
each person before the project starts (see scale from 
1 to 5 from simple consultation to framework, result  
or evaluation decision making) (Myriam)
- to plan a progressive evolution of the level of 
participation, little by little. (Myriam, ?, )

- The question of ethic. See the work iddac with the 
ethnologist Patrice Clarac / oral memory collect, 
material of artistic creation (Myriam)

Desire as a way of social relationships:
- participants, artistic team, outreach workers shall 
to be able to interact, collaborate between them 
- time of conviviality shall be planned to strength 
links between them
- artists/facilitators and outreach workers shall 
guarantee a balanced and warm atmosphere and 
ensure to integrate everyone in the group.
The relationships in the group is a very important 
dimension to guarantee commitment all along the 
project: participants come back also for the pleasure 
of seeing each other.
(Linda, Guylaine, Sylvie)
- at different times, show publicly and enunciate 
what has been achieved - open to a wider audience, 
this should be organized during and/or at the end of 
the project (which encourages motivation, goal to 
reach, responsability, commitment with oneself and 
with the others and importance of the gratitude need 
inside the group and outside.)
(Linda)

-to keep in touch between each session of the 
creation work, above all if  the interval of time 
between 2 sessions is quite long. (ex: warm phone 
calls to collect feedbacks from the previous session 
is also a way to remind when is the next session and 
make sure the participant will come etc.) (Linda) or 
participants themselves can call themselves, create 
a link outside the sessions of workshops to rally 
everybody: ex: MDSI's tools of Bx st Augustin 
( guylaine, Sylvie)

Desire's shifting:
- when we desire something and we get it, we look 
for another thing: the project's plan should be 
consequently progressive, including surprises, 
suspense that would be spread all along the project. 
Ex: « êtres » artistic participatory project with 
Nicolas Frize. (Linda)
- importance of the project's introduction, to 
promote what other participants have created or 
what would be possible to do in order to make the 
project more concrete (through videos, photos...) 
without giving a model to follow neither. (Linda)

- not to multiply meetings (Guylaine)



SITUATION 4
It is a great challenge to 
get participants to be 
being creative and 
making proposals. 
(Linda, Deb) UK

SITUATION 5
It is not always easy to 
keep a high participatory 
artistic level instead of 
developing simple 
cultural activities 
promotion. (?) UK

SITUATION 6
Difficulties to go out for 
a show or an exhibition 
and to go further in the 
participant's approach of 
live performance or 
visual arts (Leila, 
Catherine) UK

All along the 
project

Ibid. as above +

- problem of legitimacy for some of the  
professionals to come with participants 
to a cultural event ( for instance social 
workers that don't feel enough 
specialized in live performance or visual 
arts). 
- Difficulty to introduce the project to 
participants.
- Difficulty to choose the appropriate 
cultural events (Leila)

- other cultural events at the same time. 
(Catherine)

What can leverage (in 
terms of methodology, 
pedagogy, framework, 
logistical aspects etc.) 
and build up 
participants' creativity 
and initiatives? (Linda, 
Deb)

Why is it important to 
bring people to 
discover live 
performances ? (Leila)

- Creative thinking tools to adapt and apply to our 
projects (according to the theme, artistic disciplines, 
desires and interests...) (Linda, Deb)
- The artist shall have a role of facilitator and has 
sometimes to learn to stay in the background to let 
enough space for participant creative proposals.   
(Linda, ?, )
-to arrange space and time to favour creativity 
(Linda, Deb) 
-to personalize pedagogy according to participants' 
specificities, work in sub-groups...(Linda)
- to alternate times of creation and times of 
inspiration (exhibition visits, shows, videos, photos 
related to the theme of the project). (Linda)
- to give several kind of support material 
(documents, videos...) or little « exercices » to do, 
to read or to watch between 2 sessions of 
workshops for continuing reflection or practice at 
home. These material can also be offered by 
participants. (Linda)

- Work group to share reflections on these issues, 
training sessions, going out to watch shows 
followed by discussions (ex: bords de scènes ?), 
artistic workshops …(Leila)

- collective day nursery (Leila)
- Organization of a specific reception before the 
show : ex: Bimbeloterie, Cafés du Désordre, P’tit 
Cafés des Gratuités…(Leila)

- We reserved this location to events attracting 
various kind of  people (course for children + 
debate + exhibition).
- We checked the calendar to see events in  the same 
area. (Catherine)

- necessity to work with really young children 
(partnership with pre-schools, teachers + training 
centers for teachers ) (Jacques-Yves)



SITUATION 7
Problem of mutual 
representations, identity 
withdrawal, and cultural 
shocks (Myriam, 
Jacques-Yves) UK ? 
BELGIUM ? 
CROATIA? ITALY ?

All along the 
project

Prejudices exist and are blockages for 
project co-building (ex: prejudices on 
culture and its workers, on some certain 
type of populations, on social worker...)  
(Myriam, Jacques-Yves)

How can we 
collaborate together 
sharing an artistic and 
cultural experience 
beyond prejudices and 
cultural, values, 
religious differences ? 
(Myriam, Jacques-
Yves)

- PDC : Support to artists is a key point (trainings 
and tool box) ; really important : workshops for 
practicing that mix social and cultural workers and 
inhabitants (to dicover together how “to play a 
part”, to put oneself at others' look and understand 
the artistic proposal by practising and playing/
acting) (Myriam)

- For other projects : always a work on supporting, 
experience sharing and on methods and tools  
(frame of references, glossary (ex: what do we 
intend with the word autonomy?), action 
researches…) (Myriam)

- The work on mutual representations. Ex: the 
PDC's book. (leila)

- Really strong support with important human 
ressources' means / team should include members 
from the concerned social and cultural 
communities. (Jacques-Yves)

SITUATION 8
The issue of gender 
equality, particularly with 
participants from muslim 
communities (Jacques-
Yves) BELGIUM/ 
CROATIA

All along the 
project

« permissive » society vs controling 
society / loos of reference points / 
difficulty to find ones own way…
(Jacques-Yves)

Place of women 
(Jacques-Yves)

Debates, awareness-raising, listening, links 
building, strengthening of more fragile persons.  
(Jacques-Yves)

SITUATION 9
Problems of mobility 
(Guylaine, Elisa, Sylvie) 
BELGIUM/ CROATIA

All along the 
project

For people in difficulties: 
- fear according to the timetable
- lack of knowledge of the local area, 
local transports…
- difficult organization of transports, 
above all for disabled people (different 
kind of  pathologies) (?)
- on a semi-rural territory, lack of public 
transports. (Sylvie, Catherine)

Which support to 
provide to answer to 
autonomy, fear, lack of 
public transport 
constraints for 
participants?

- Car-pooling or support from close relative. Ex: 
CD Floirac realised by people (Elisa)
- Accompagnying by tramway
- Exploratory visit of the city
- physical support (Guylaine)



SITUATION 10
The period after the 
project can be delicate.  It  
is not easy to keep in 
touch or to continue the 
experience with other 
autonomous initiatives.  
(Linda) BELGIUM/ 
CROATIA

After the 
project

- so many efforts, great shared 
moments...and everything stops! (Linda)
- it is not easy to find a bridging 
structure to continue the experience and 
to find the way to transmit it. (Linda)
- it can take too much time to keep in 
touch with ex participants while you are 
busy with a new project. (Linda)
- we would like to share the artistic 
experiment more widely with other 
people. (Linda)
- there are few open public places where 
inhabitants could meet up again in a 
autonomous way. (Guylaine)

How could we keep in 
touch with ex-
participants after a 
collective artistic 
experimentation ? 
(Linda) 

- through communication tools (social networks, 
newsletters...) and through inviting ex-participants 
to some of the stakeholder structures' events  
(general assembly, structure's birthday party, launch 
of a new project, new show of the artist...). (Linda)

- ex-participants can become real “ambassadors” of 
new participative projects (can do oral contribution, 
support for new participants or to be a volunteer for 
other projects...), to be invited in seminars, 
meetings related to this topic. (Linda)

- a collaboration can be imagined with a bridging 
structure (ex: social center...) to organize outcomes 
with participants. (Linda)

- important to find a public open space that gives 
opportunity for participants to meet up again in an 
autonomous way. (Guylaine)

- ex: of initiatives out the framework of PDC 
(during and after): the collective newspaper Carpe 
Diem at Cadillac
- other ex : representations of « Bateau vert » on 
l’Ile Nouvelle, in presence of the text's author, 
directed by the association Passerelles with the  
participants of  Blaye and St André MDSI (Myriam)

SITUATION  11
It is not easy to design 
the right ways of 
evaluation for this kind of 
participative artistic 
projects (benchmarks, 
choice of the right 
person(s) to do the 
evaluation, evaluation's 
frequency, data 
processing...) (Linda) UK 
( for the impact of 
creativity on people) 
and FRANCE  



THEMATIC 2: Cultural and artistic projects and local development 
Answer grouping

Write down as many benefits for local development in your projects : 

- new ou strengthened links between different professional sectors and between local inhabitants, improvement of collaboration ways. 

- transversal approach, crossing intersectoral public policies (culture, social, education, economy, environnement…) and decompartmentalization 
intrasectoral (ex for culture : live performing arts, litterature and reading, visual arts, heritage…)

- (re)discovering and appropriation of a local area (for ex: to tell this local area from different angles, in a sensitive way or to share future 
projections, other images of it.)

- revitalization of a local area

- identification of ressources (and lacks) and of the inhabitants of a local area

- Better flow of information, of existing actions and of future projects. 

- Means sharing for common goals 

- diversity of participants (see. Autonomy and « going back to the common law»)

- awareness-raising of citizenship, creation of citizen networks, local consultation, social coordination



THEMATIC 2: Cultural and artistic projects and local development 
Answer grouping 

In your past 
experiences of 
cultural and artistic 
projects on a 
territory, what are 
the challenges and 
issues you have 
encountered ?

At what 
phase of the 
project did 
this occur ? 

Why do you think this 
happened ? 
For example was it directly 
linked to the project's 
length ? (short term < 1 month, 
medium term between 1 and 6 
months or long term > 6 months) 
or to the specific 
audiences ? 
or to a specific location/ 
place ?
or to the means (human, 
materials...) ?
If you have any feedback 
from the participants, 
please share it.

Can you sum-up 
the main points of 
this issue as a 
question ?

In the past what solutions have you 
developed to address this issue ?
Please give some examples from your 
personal or professional background. (When 
it is possible, bring in future seminars all kind of document, 
photos, videos...that can testify on this experience in a lively 
way. )



SITUATION 1
Unawareness, 
compartmentalization and 
false representations of 
territories, inhabitants, 
stakeholders (notably 
mistrust between artistic 
and social workers)   
(Guylaine, Dunja, Deb, 
Myriam, Bernardette, 
Jacques-Yves)
and different temporalities  
(Elisa) FRANCE, ITALY

At the 
beginning

- Collaboration with stakeholders 
in different profesional sectors, 
they don't know the inhabitants we 
work with at the MDSI (Guylaine)
Problem of mutual representations 
of the partners and representation 
of the project itself. (Myriam, 
Catherine) ex: social worker 
consider to do concrete work 
where artists work on imagination. 
And vice versa, the gap is 
sometimes quite strong . (Jacques 
Yves)

- work on a really heterogeneous 
territory, bad public transport 
connections (guylaine)

- people feel more in security if 
they stay in their social, 
geographical and cultural 
environment (Dunja, Deb)

- Difficulty for certain structures 
to collaborate also out an 
operation plan (to find other 
stakeholders, to determine shared 
goals, to keep  rallied on projects 
that are not strictly a part of their 
operation plan's structure. ex: the  
MDSI case) (Myriam)

- Difficulty to share financial 
means beyond the county's support 
– DATDS/DCC/iddac (boroughs, 
cultural offices, interconnected 
communities…) (Myriam)

- Ex of temporality differences: at 
the beginning the social center is 
well involved then less because it 
has to run other projects.
At the beginning, the council 
cultural office is not much 
involved and then much more 
(see. Fear of the involved 
inhabitants)
A long-term project, quite 
demanding can also fear 
stakeholders. (Elisa)

- The project is arrived to the point 
that (because of the RSA) 
partnership links were not as 
strong as before, not to say 
controversial. (Bernadette)

Professional 
adaptation: 
how can we rethink 
our professional roles, 
to challenge ourselves?   
What are the risks of 
instrumentalisation? 
(Guylaine, Jacques-
Yves)

How can creativity 
and culture help 
cross divisions of 
structures, territories, 
inhabitants etc. ? 
(Dunja, Deb, Myriam)

- To learn to know oneself and the inhabitants' needs 
better, without projections or representations all along 
the activities. 
Workshops help to get rid of our pre-conceptions and 
to feel at the “same level”. (Guylaine)
- to share reflections on everyone's role through 
regular meetings. (Guylaine)
and common trainings (ex: to raise awareness on the 
impact of European projects on local development. 
When an elected representative is more involved, there 
is a clear impact on the project as well: better school, 
Non profit organization involvement...) (Catherine)
- Importance of the institution's framework (Guylaine)
- Importance to favour practice instead of theory. 
Theory can be shared before the project starts.  « To 
make » the experience in priority.  (Jacques-Yves)

- Territory discovery through different ways: shows in 
library, computer workshops to look for information, 
guided city tour…(Guylaine)

- to identify common goals and interests for different 
socio-cultural goups. (ex: in a transgenerational 
project). (Deb)
 
- ex of a transgenerational cultural project in Croatia 
that has allowed to place culture in inhabitant long life 
learning. (Dunja) (précisions à apporter)

- Links with the mediation network (theatres and 
partners of iddac on different local areas) and work on 
a 4-year progressive autonomy (MDSI/ social partner /
cultural partner) (Myriam)

- Incentive to experience and project sharing at the 
county's scale (see. Collective ressources) (Myriam)

- Existence of a partnership even if “passive”  in 
latency, would allow to set going it on a project. 
Important consequently to work constantly with local 
partners, even there are not immediate visible issues. 
(Bernadette)



SITUATION 2
The project's viability 
(notably financial) (Linda, 
Dunja, Deb, Jacques-Yves) 
and the time management 
(Linda, Myriam) is not 
easy : to find a good 
balance between the 
preparation time (the 
project's contents, its 
technical and financial 
feasibility),  coordination, 
workshop sessions, 
promotion notably public 
events open to a wider 
audience, and closing 
times  (evaluation, to be 
answerable to all the 
partners etc.)
FRANCE

Tout au long du 
projet

- finances are often too little to 
spend too much time to 
preparation, coordination, 
promotion and evaluation, not to 
say also to the artistic process 
sometimes! (even worse situation 
with the economic crisis) /not 
enough money to hire enough 
human resources for following the 
actions (Linda, Dunja, Deb, 
Jacques-Yves)

-more difficult to obtain financial 
support for artistic participative 
projects that have a strong social 
dimension, modest scale of actions 
(for ex: only in an area) / priority 
is too often given to big events vs 
a participative and cultural 
proximity approach /  recurrent 
conflict between an action and its 
visibility, its great sensation and 
the possibility for local political 
leaders to get recognition through 
these actions.   (Jacques-Yves)

- for each new project, it takes a 
long time to take contacts, to co-
build it with new tools...(Linda, 

- Lack of skills in project 
management (notably fund-raising 
and financial plan) for some 
workers. (Guylaine

- Competition for funding is hard 
above all if the project takes place 
in a really poor area  (Deb) 
fundings in UK more about 
intervention and less about 
cultural inclusion  projets  (Deb, 
- financial dependence, difficulty 
to find financial alternatives when 
public fundings stop (Sylvie)

What are the strategies 
to undertake on a long-
term basis to develop 
viable participatory 
artistic projects ? 
(Linda)

Persistant 
interrogations on the 
role of proximity 
culture, its cost, its 
ground implication, 
being able to quantify 
it
(Jacques-Yves)

How can we make 
local councils think 
more creatively 
about support for 
creative groups?
 (Dunja, Deb, 

- important to model tools, methodologies, processes 
that can be adapted to each new project. (Linda)

- To not underestimate the time before the project starts 
for finding partnerships, notably financial ones. So it is 
about a maximum of anticipation, to let oneself the 
time to get means that are equal to an ambitious 
project, instead of multiplying little initiatives made 
with few means that can be disappointing, energy-
consuming and can have a negative impact on 
inhabitants and stakeholders.     (Linda)

- to give priority for more ambitious long-term projects 
is also a virtuous circle: if there are more means, there 
is more time to go deeper with participants, more time 
to organize promotion events if possible with well-
known cultural structures (really enhancive for 
participants because too often the results of their 
creations is not spread enough) and there is more 
possibility to find new private financements and to 
secure the loyalty of public financial partners thanks to 
a better quality and visibility of the project.(Linda)

- to give priority to inititiatives that could be long-term 
“repeated” in a way. They can evolve renewing 
participants or the theme, or artists we collaborate 
with, or territories. We avoid in this way to 
systematically start from zero for each new project. 
(Linda)

- important to work with skilled professionals, 
specialised in supporting and managing participatory 
artistic projects in collaboration with the other partners 
(social workers, artists...) (Linda, Guylaine, Jacques-
Yves)

- to look for free venues or a symbolic financial 
participation can be asked (ex: Cultures du coeur in 
France), to ask inhabitants a yearly membership, group 
prices negociation for venues, work in collaboration 
with the other services of the County. (Guylaine)

- to develop a long-term trusting collaboration with 
local communities (Dunja, Deb) 

- partnership with local communities to use empty 
spaces they manage. (Deb)

- A possible roadmap for creative support by local 
communities might be a useful idea. (Deb)



SITUATION  3
It is not easy to design 
suited tools of evaluation 
to measure the impact of 
such projects on the 
territory. (Linda) 
FRANCE

- important to evaluate properly actions to be able to 
justify and demonstrate to our partners, notably 
financial ones, the relevance and the added-value of 
such projects. Ex: evaluation's tools of London 
Borough of Lewisham (Deb)


